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17-04-2020, 08:01 AM Video: AIRLYMPICS: African Jumping.. the tool on your Mac and my iPad.. it will allow you to simply display on
your Mac the streaming video from your iPad..Q: How to use LaTeX3's \ifcase environment in ConTeXt? Is there a way to use the
\ifcase environment from LaTeX3 in ConTeXt? (I'm using ConTeXt MKIV.) For example, if I wanted to write something like this in
LaTeX: \ifcase \toprule \ifboolexp{}{1}{0} \fi I'd like to achieve the same effect in ConTeXt without defining a new environment. A:
You can do something very similar by using the \definecase and \definecases macros and by redefining the standard \iffalse... \fi
directives to work with a list of integers. You still need to make sure that the right conditions are met, though. Here are some
examples: \definecase: True/False \definecases: {True: False, False: True} A: This is something I wrote in the past. The idea is to use a
new macro called \ifcase and to use it to identify cases. To use it, you write ewif\ifcasefib \ifcasefib \toprule \ifboolexp{}{1}{0} \fi All
you need to do to make this work is to define the conditional forms (\ifboolexp{...}) and a suitable \fi. In my example, I used the
standard, but you might want to set up some other test. You probably want to give this a try and see what's going on for yourself. Be
careful with environments, though, because ConTeXt is not very good at figuring out when it should be in an environment. Q:
Dynamically change the number of row in a DataTable I'm working with asp.net, C# and SQL. I have a problem, I want to fill a
DataTable dynamically without change the number of row, but, I don't know if I can do that if the number of row in the database will
change, I want
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